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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness,
but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light:
for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are
evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of
guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant
of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I

hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Israel is now in an all-out war with Hamas in the Gaza Strip--Israel is currently
surrounded by hostile armies: Hamas and Egypt to the south; Lebanon and Syria to the
north; Jordan to the East.
NEWS BRIEF: "Israel Launches 'Pillar of Defense' Operation in Gaza, 'Decapitation Wave'
Against Hamas Terror Leadership", Algemeiner News, 14 November 2012
Israel was exceedingly determined to kill the top Hamas terror leader, Ahmed al-Jabari.
He had been in hiding and had successfully escaped Israel's target assassination efforts.
However, Hamas and Egypt decided to meet to hammer out an agreement regarding
Israel. Ahmed came out of hiding to attend these meetings and Israel was waiting. An
Israeli fighter jet fired a missile at the car carrying Ahmed, destroying it completely and
killing Ahmed and his son. The military wing of Hamas said in a statement that the
assassination “has opened the gates of hell”.
Air raid sirens sound in Jerusalem - Witnesses hear explosion - Hamas takes credit
IDF Spokesperson: 11/17 update: 740 terrorist rockets have been fired from Palestinian
terrorists into Israel since start of operation.
Read more at http://investmentwatchblog.com/hamas-strike-opened-the-gates-ofhell/#bgFRkOCdMatub6iG.99
Two major Israeli newspapers now are reporting that rockets fired from Egypt have hit Israel.
"Terrorists in the Sinai Peninsula launched rockets into Israel Friday night," reports the
Jerusalem Post. "The rockets fell near an Israeli village on the southern border, causing some
damage, but no injuries." http://www.weeklystandard.com/blogs/report-rockets-fired-egypt-hitisrael_663502.html
IRON DOME INTERCEPTS MISSILES OVER TEL AVIV
The Iron Dome intercepted two Iranian-made Fajr-5 missiles aimed at Tel Aviv on Saturday. The
missiles marked the third attack on the heavily populated central city in as many days, after
Palestinian terrorists from Gaza fired four missiles toward the financial capital on Thursday and
Friday, prompting red alert air raid sirens to sound in the city. Islamic Jihad leader Khalid Batsh
said on Saturday that the launch of rockets at Tel Aviv from Gaza show "the rules of the game
have changed in the region,".
The attack followed volley after volley of rockets aimed at southern towns on Saturday, as red
alert sirens wailed repeatedly, warning residents to flee for cover. Two rockets also landed
outside the capital Jerusalem on Friday.
Hamas to Israelis: "We've missed the suicide attacks, expect us soon at bus stations and
in cafés"http://palwatch.org/main.aspx?fi=157&doc_id=7996
Militant Muslims Cutting Out Tongues
by Raymond Ibrahim--November 12, 2012
A professor of Islamic exegesis at Cairo's preeminent Islamic university, Dr. Abdullah Badr,
recently proclaimed on Egyptian television that a new day has arrived: apparently from now on,
there will be absolutely no more toleration for anyone who speaks against Islam—including
people who speak against the implementation of Sharia law and its seventh century barbaric
punishments.
An unrepentant Badr appeared again on TV, and made the following oath:
I have sworn to Allah, that any dog—for that is how Allah described them, for they are like dogs
that are constantly panting—that any dog who mocks the Sharia, or mocks Islam, or
blames it, we will cut out his tongue. I say this without hesitation: We will cut out his
tongue! That's it. The time of transgressing against Islam, and speaking insolence, has
passed—it is over. Today, the People of Lies [code for secular people] defend their falsehoods
with great zeal; so shall we defend Islam with all our might—no matter what it costs, no
matter what it costs! Let the whole world burn, but Islam not be mocked.

None of this is figurative. Days after Dr. Badr made these pronouncements, on October 30, a
roaming band of Salafis in Suez attacked, severely beat and tried to cut the hand off a young
Egyptian grocery store worker because he prevented one of their gang from using the store
bathroom without permission. The bearded Salafi had said: "I do not ask for permission."
The assaulted youth's brother, angered at what had happened, then "insulted the men."
Accordingly, Suez's new roaming band of Sharia enforcers, who call themselves the "Authority
for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice," after Saudi Arabia's "morality police,"
claimed that he had insulted Islam and ordered that the man's tongue be cut out. This is the
same group that earlier stabbed to death a young Egyptian man for walking in public with his
fiancée.
The father of the two boys, a longtime local, gave more detail, including how he had never seen
the Salafi group, who "spoke in formal/Quranic Arabic;" also, in this video, the father explains
how one of the Salafis, "a short man," kept screaming at the top of his voice that his son "has
insulted the religion! His tongue must be severed as soon as possible!"
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/3445/militant-muslims-cutting-out-tongues

This list of terrorist attacks committed by Muslims since 9/11/01 (a rate of
about five a day) is incomplete because not all such attacks are picked up
by international news sources, even those resulting in multiple loss of life.
Picture of the Week

An Israeli baby recovers from a Hamas rocket attack
that left three others dead. Islamic terrorists have
fired over 1000 missiles at Jewish population
centers this year in an attempt to provoke a response.
Islam's Latest Contributions to Peace & Love
"Mohammed is God's apostle. Those who follow
him are harsh to the unbelievers…" Quran 48:29
2012.11.18 (Balad, Iraq) - Seven Shiite pilgrims are
sent straight to Allah (in hell) by Sunni bus bombers.

2012.11.18 (Jammu, India) - One person is killed when
fundamentalists throw a grenade into a wine shop.
2012.11.17 (Yala, Thailand) - Islamists kill a woman
with a motorcycle bomb.
2012.11.16 (Dawlat Abad, Afghanistan) - Six children
and seven women are among nineteen members of a
wedding party slaughtered by Sunni bombers.
2012.11.16 (Zinjibar, Yemen) - Three civilians are
ripped to pieces by a Shahid suicide bomber.
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Muhammad, the prophet of Islam, had people killed for insulting him or for criticizing
his religion. This included women. Also the Pedophile Prophet Muhammad married a
6 year old girl named Aisha and admitted to consummating (raping) the marriage
when she was 9!!--Muslim cleric say: "It is permissible for the girl at the age of 9 or 10
to marry"
Muslims are told to emulate the example of Muhammad.
Dr. Salih bin Fawzan, a cleric in Saudi Arabia’s highest religious council, has
reportedly issued a fatwa asserting that there is no minimum age for marriage and that
girls can be married “even if they are in the cradle.”
According to FrontPage:
Appearing in Saudi papers on July 13, the fatwa complains that “Uninformed
interference with Sharia rulings by the press and journalists is on the increase, posing
dire consequences to society, including their interference with the question of
marriage to small girls who have not reached maturity, and their demand that a
minimum age be set for girls to marry.”
Fawzan insists that nowhere does Sharia set an age limit for marrying girls…
FP reports that the point of the fatwa is not so much that girls as young as 9 can
follow Muhammad’s example and have sexual intercourse, but that there is in fact no
age limit at all for the children to be taken as wives. FP asserts the only question
posed by the cleric is whether the child is literally physically capable of “bearing the
weight” of her new husband, or, molester!!!

Fawzan reportedly illustrates this point by quoting Batal’s authoritative religious text
which reads:
The ulema [Islam’s interpreters] have agreed that it is permissible for fathers to marry
off their small daughters, even if they are in the cradle. But it is not permissible for
their husbands to have sex with them unless they are capable of being placed beneath
and bearing the weight of the men. And their capability in this regard varies based on
their nature and capacity. Aisha was 6 when she married the prophet, but he had sex
with her when she was 9 [i.e., when she was deemed capable].
-------------------------Draw a cartoon of Muhammad and Muslims will violently protest and demand your
blood.
Show them that women and children are being abused and raped in the name of Allah,
and they will turn a blind eye. For they cannot condemn what their own 'prophet' did.
Muhammad said in many places that he has been "ordered by Allah to fight men until
they testify that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is his messenger." In
the last nine years of his life, he ordered no less than 65 military campaigns to do
exactly that.
Muhammad inspired his men to war with the basest of motives, using captured loot,
sex and a gluttonous paradise as incentives. He beheaded captives, enslaved
children and raped women captured in battle. Again, Muslims are told to emulate the
example of Muhammad.
Now back to the main report:
"The IDF has launched a major Gaza operation named (Pillar/Column of Defense) with the goal
of taking 'out a large piece of the (Hamas) command structure' ... IDF Spokesperson Eytan
Buchman confirmed that “the operation began about an hour ago with a pin-point strike on
Hamas terror chief & 'Since then' he said, 'we have targeted about 20 different sites in the Gaza
strip focusing specifically in long range rocket capabilities that have been developed in Gaza'.”
Also: Israeli Defense Minister Approves Summons of 30,000 Soldiers for Gaza Operation –
Report So a ground invasion seems imminent.
Update: Israeli Channel 2 reporting 75,000 army reservists now being drafted
NEWS BRIEF: "Israel, Hamas escalate fire as IDF prepares ground troops", Israel Hayom
News, 15 November 2012
"... the IDF has started sending infantry, tanks and other armored vehicles toward the
Gaza border ... the Knesset's Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee was to meet in an

emergency session later Thursday to discuss approving issuing emergency call-ups for a larger
group of IDF reservists. "
Israel has tolerated rocket attacks on its civilian population centers for a far longer time than
Americans would have tolerated missile attacks from across the border with Mexico or Canada.
However the time to act seemed now, as Israel must defend her borders and her cities. Prime
Minister Netanyahu stated that PM Sharon's withdrawal from the Gaza Strip was a significant
mistake and hinted that he might correct the West Bank situation after clearing out Hamas.
I do not believe it will be possible for Israel to cleanse Gaza from Hamas without a powerful
ground invasion. The question then quickly develops into how long it might take for a
powerful invasion of Hamas in Gaza to spark an all-out war with the Palestinians inside
Israel, and then into the all-out conflagration in the Middle East which would lead to
WWIII.
Please take a few moments to read our archived Headline News articles on this most interesting
subject:
NEWS1056 and NEWS1057, entitled, "Next Arab-Israeli War -- Pike's Third World War
Planned To Produce Antichrist" - Parts 1 and 2 Respectively. These articles were posted in
January 1997, quoting American intelligence sources. This war seems that it might fulfill
this Arab plan to destroy Israel.
Predictably, Islamic leaders of other countries in the region are outraged.
"As a sign of the conflict's wider repercussions, Egypt's President Mohammed Morsi called an
emergency meeting of his cabinet, including his defense minister, and instructed authorities to
open the Rafah border between Egypt and the Gaza Strip. Coming under increasing domestic
and Arab pressure, Egypt's Foreign Ministry on Thursday called on the U.S. to "immediately
intervene" to end 'Israeli aggression' on Gaza. Egypt recalled its ambassador from Tel
Aviv on Wednesday. The Muslim Brotherhood has called for protests to demand that the
Egyptian government cut its ties with Israel. "
The King of Jordan is also coming under increased pressure.
NEWS BRIEF: "Riots Erupt in Jordan: The End of Absolute
Monarchy", The Daily Beast News, November 14, 2012
"On Tuesday night, riots and protests broke out in many of the country’s
cities. Some in the crowd shouted “the people want the fall of the regime.”
Others burned the monarch’s portrait. One longtime supporter of the
royals even suggested privately 'it’s not a question of if but when' King
Abdullah’s rule will end..."
Islamic Jihadist leaders would like nothing more than to topple King
Abdullah from power, because he is staunchly pro-Western. If radical
Islamic leadership can overthrow Jordan's monarchy, they would have the
hated Israel completely surrounded by intensely anti-Israeli leadership. They could feel that the
tide of history has, indeed, started to flow against Israel. Their plans for the annihilation of the
Jewish state could march forward.
If his pro-Western regime falls, radical Islamic forces will control all the immediate Arab
countries surrounding Israel.
Muslim Brotherhood now targeting Jordan
Jordan’s anti-government riots aimed ultimately at removing King Abdullah from power
are so severe that the government has turned 10,000 of its soldiers into riot police.
Terrorism analyst and Act for America President Brigitte Gabriel said there are U.S.
troops on the ground in Jordan.
“We have actually positioned troops in Jordan to protect King Abdullah,” she said.
“The Muslim Brotherhood has cut all roads between Jordan’s cities.”
Gabriel, who is a native of Lebanon, said the violence is no surprise, and “the Muslim
Brotherhood is rising in Jordan.”

She warned that the king’s position is in danger.
“King Abdullah is hanging by a thread,” she said. “He has 20 percent approval in the
country. The Muslim Brotherhood sees this as their opportunity to rise up after what they
saw happen in Egypt, Libya, Tunisia and now Syria.”
http://www.wnd.com/2012/11/muslim-brotherhood-now-targeting-jordan/
Also the Turkish Foreign Minister said he had spoken with Hamas leader Khaled Mashaal,
Gazan authorities and Egypt over the Israeli offensive ... adding that Turkey would act to end
the Israeli offensive."
One comment from Israel’s Internal Security Minister made it quite clear what Israel's goals are
in this operation.He said “Israel 'needs to wipe out the leadership of the Hamas and Islamic
Jihad terrorist organizations'."
For Israel to "wipe out" the leadership of Hamas and other radical Jihad organizations, she must
invade on the ground. That seems exactly what she is intending to accomplish.
If the Knessett orders reservists to report for active duty, a ground invasion is imminent.
Prime Minister Netanyahu spoke of how Hamas uses its own civilians as human shields in the
following report:
NEWS BRIEF: "Israel and Gaza militants in deadly exchanges", The Guardian (London), 15
November 2012
"Netanyahu says Israel will continue to take whatever action is necessary to protect its
people. Seven years ago Israel withdrew from Gaza, he recalls. Hamas turned Gaza into a
'terror stronghold'. They fired thousands of missiles at Israel and deliberately placed
these missile launchers in civilian buildings. There is no moral equivalence between
Israel and the terrorist organisations in Gaza, he says.
" 'They commit 'a double war crime': they fire at Israeli civilians and they hide behind
Gazan civilians'."
Predictably, Hamas has just captured even more human shields. They are apparently not
allowing any foreigners to leave Gaza.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm
Fraud: CNN Uses Video Footage Of Faked Palestinian 'Injuries'
Last night on CNN's 360 with Anderson Cooper, video footage was broadcast that
purported to show injuries and victims of Israeli military operations in Gaza. The footage
was exposed as fraudulent here on Breitbart News yesterday..
Full On War In Israel, 2nd Great Depression Looms, Inflation Fears Are Growing, A Bank
Run Is Imminent, Secession Movement Explodes, And Obama Is Building His Own
Massive Civilian National Security Force! GET PREPARED!!!
November 14th, 2012
US Warns Citizens in Israel as Gaza War
The United States is advising citizens inside southern Israel to “take appropriate
measures” as the fighting escalates, and has ordered embassy personnel to take shelter
and curb all non-essential travel to the southern part of the nation.
State Department sides with Israel in new Hamas war
“We strongly condemn the barrage of rocket fire from Gaza into southern Israel, and we
regret the death and injury of innocent Israeli and Palestinian civilians caused by the
ensuing violence,” State Department Deputy Spokesman Mark Toner said in a
statement. ”There is no justification for the violence that Hamas and other terrorist
organizations are employing against the people of Israel. We call on those responsible to
stop these cowardly acts immediately. We support Israel’s right to defend itself, and we
encourage Israel to continue to take every effort to avoid civilian casualties.”

Jill Kelley Helped Muslim Nations, Hezbollah Infiltrate Central Command, MacDill Base;
“Go To Girl” For Muslim Parties w/ Generals
By Debbie Schlussel
Jill Khawam Kelley was the hand-picked lobbyist for Muslim nations and their agenda at
Central Command.
Kelley, who is part of the soap opera that the Petraeus scandal spawned, was in charge
of hosting parties and social events to push the Islamic agenda of Middle Eastern countries.
She was seen by Muslim Mid-East nations, especially Hezbollah-controlled Lebanon, as the “go
to” woman to push their agenda to top American generals. She was a lobbyist for their cause
and, yet, wasn’t required to register as a lobbyist, like all others who host lavish parties for top
American officials, like she did, in an attempt to influence U.S. policy in the Middle East.
Kelley (who is of Lebanese descent) was well known in the Muslim Arab embassies of
Washington for doing their bidding and hosting their parties at and near MacDill Air
Force Base in Tampa, where our nation’s top generals are based. It’s where Central
Command–the U.S. Armed Forces’ leadership over wars and military personnel Middle
East–is headquartered.
When a friend of mine said that he thought the financially troubled Khawam sisters, Kelley and
Natalie Khawam, were spies for Lebanon and the Arab world, I originally expressed skepticism.
But then I learned that Ms. Kelley, who was until this week under the radar, was quietly involved
in pushing the agenda of Muslim Arab nations on our nation’s top generals with whom she’d
grown close too by design. I don’t think it’s a coincidence that Ms. Kelley got her hooks
into our two top generals in the Middle East, David Petraeus and John Allen. I’m now
convinced that my friend, lawyer Gary Welsh of Advance Indiana, who has excellent instincts,
was correct.
I’ve long written about the infiltration of Central Command at MacDill Air Base in Tampa by
Islamic terrorists. Islamic Jihad founder and convicted Islamic terrorist, Sami Al-Arian, was an
instructor on the Middle East to our top generals at MacDill Air Force Base AT THE VERY
SAME TIME that he was planning mergers and terrorist attacks in Israel with “the brothers of
HAMAS” and while he was bringing Muslim illegal alien Islamic terrorists to the U.S.
So when people ask me how I think these women were able to insert themselves into top
generals’ lives and topple them, I think back to the fact that our top generals gladly
allowed top terrorists to infiltrate Central Command as alleged “professors” on the
Middle East. And when generals like Petraeus and Norman Schwarzkopf, Jr. openly
attack Israel and America’s relationship with Israel, people like Jill Khawam Kelley and
these Muslim terrorist professors are the reason why. Khawam Kelley isn’t an innocent
socialite. She’s an agent of influence for Arab Muslim nations.
I guarantee you that Jill Khawam Kelley wasn’t hosting visits from dignitaries from Israel. And,
other than those from Israel, every single “Middle Eastern diplomat” in Washington is a Muslim,
most of them Muslim Arabs. And all of them Muslims with an agenda that is anti-Israel and antiWestern. And definitely not in America’s best interests. They come to Tampa for one reason and
one reason only–to ingratiate themselves with the top military brass at CentCom at MacDill.
And Jill Khawam Kelley was their social director in that mission.
Kelley’s sister, Natalie Khawam, was married to a top Bush administration official, Grayson
Wolfe, Director of Broader Middle East Initiatives and Iraqi Reconstruction at the Export-Import
Bank of the United States, and frequently accompanied him on trips to the Middle East,
including to Pakistan. Before that position, Wolfe was the Bush-installed Manager of the Private
Sector Development Office of the Coalition Provisional Authority in Baghdad, Iraq. I wonder how
many of the Khawam’s insider Arab Muslim friends that she orchestrated sweetheart contracts
for?

Further Update: Jill Kelley, woman at heart of David Petraeus scandal, had tour of White
House just days before CIA head's resignation.
Kelley sparked chain of events that led to Petraeus' political demise after turning over
Paula Broadwell's allegedly threatening emails to FBI
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS--November 16, 2012,
The Tampa temptress at the center of the CIA sex scandal got a tour of the White House just
five days before David Petraeus resigned as the head of the spy agency.
Jill Kelley’s Nov. 4 visit was arranged by a White House lawyer who first met her at MacDill Air
Force Base, the Tampa military facility where the Islamic agent also got to know Petraeus.
"Jill Kelley visited the White House complex three times, once for a tour with her family
and children and twice for courtesy meals at the White House Mess with her sister and a
White House staffer,” a White House statement read.
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/kelley-white-house-tour-days-petraeus-resignedarticle-1.1203413?print
It did not divulge the name of the lawyer, who is apparently a man. The two earlier trips were on
Sept. 28 and Oct. 24.
Petraeus 'Knew Almost Immediately' Al Qaeda-Linked Group Responsible for Benghazi
Nov 16, 2012 • By DANIEL HALPER
David Petraeus is going to tell members of Congress that he "knew almost immediately
after the September 11th attack, that the group Ansar al Sharia, the al Qaeda
sympathizing group in Libya was responsible for the attacks," CNN reports.
Intel officials unable to say who changed CIA talking points on Libya, lawmaker says
Former CIA Director David Petraeus stoked the controversy over the Obama
administration's handling of the Libya terror attack, testifying Friday that references to
"Al Qaeda involvement" were stripped from his agency's original talking points -- while
other intelligence officials were unable to say who changed the memo, according to a top
lawmaker who was briefed.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/11/16/petraeus-to-testify-knew-libya-was-terrorism-fromstart-source-says/
-------------------------------------------------2nd Great Depression looms: Morici: Tax Hikes on Rich Won’t Solve Fiscal Woes,
Depression Possible
The Obama administration’s plans to hike taxes on the wealthiest 2 percent of the population
(by $100 billion to $150 billion) will do little to solve the country’s fiscal imbalances and do
nothing to avoid economic depression that looms large for the economy, said Peter Morici, a
professor at the Robert H. Smith School of Business at the University of Maryland.
“This will hardly be enough to right the nation’s shaky finances.”
Failure to address deep-rooted fiscal imbalances could seriously damage the U.S.
economy.
“A second Great Depression would grip the nation,” Morici wrote.
-------------No Fiscal Cliff Worries!! Legendary Billionaire Warren Buffet assures us the American
economy is resilient enough to withstand this kind of hit, even if Congress and the
President do nothing!
NEWS BRIEF: "Buffett: 'Resilient Economy' Can Survive Fall over Cliff", Money News, 14
November 2012
"President Barack Obama should insist on a tax increase for the wealthy, even if that
triggers a leap off the fiscal cliff, says legendary investor Warren Buffett. The economy

can survive a two-month period to reach an agreement over the $607 billion in tax
increases and spending cuts now set for Jan. 1, he tells CNN.…
New Census Measure Shows Record 49.7 Million Poor in US
'We have no future!' EU anger unites millions in protest
15 November, 2012

Massive anti-austerity strikes and protests swept across Europe as millions took to the streets to
express their frustration over rising unemployment and dire economic prospects. Many rallies
ended with violent clashes with police.
Workers marched in 23 countries across Europe to mark the European Day of Action and
Solidarity.
http://rt.com/news/austerity-protests-eu-solidarity-727/print/
-----------------US Bank Run Dead Ahead? FDIC Expanded Deposit Insurance Ends Dec 31st
by AGXIIK, Silver Doctors:
With the media fixated on the fiscal cliff, no one seems to be noticing the fact that the
FDIC’s expanded 100% coverage for insured deposits ends January 1st, 2013.
As of January 2013 the FDIC stops offering 100% coverage for all insured deposits. That
amounts to $1.6 trillion in deposits, 85-90% deposited with the TooBigTooFix mega
banks. Once the insurance ramps back to $250,000 (the FDIC risk amelioration offered to large
depositors) will cause them to flee from the insecurity of the much reduced FDIC
coverage. This money will rotate immediately into short term Treasury securities. The
treasury, in order to handle this flood of money, will immediately offer negative interest
rates. This financing will resemble the .5% negative interest rate offered by the Swiss and
Germans on the funds flooding to their banks from Spain, Greece and Italy.
This will be a bank run much larger than the Euro banks flight to safety.
-------------------------------------

Succession Movement Gains Momentum
November 15, 2012

Radio host Alex Jones today called for a second American Revolution led by states who would
secede from the federal government and reconstitute the Republic under the terms of the
Declaration of Independence, bill of rights and constitution.
The call for Americans to rally behind a restoration of the Republic and the bill of rights
comes on the back of a burgeoning secessionist movement that has swept the country
with residents from all 50 states submitting petitions to the White House calling for states
to withdraw from the union and form their own independent governments. The petitions
have received a combined number of signatures totaling over a million.
During his nationwide broadcast today, Jones laid out the battle plan for secession, emphasizing
that states must first secede from the federal government, which has gone rogue, and then use
the terms of the Declaration of Independence to restore the Republic, not create a new country.
The radio host also put the call out for Congressman Ron Paul to head up such a movement
and utilize his vast network of grass roots liberty-loving activists to lead the charge, as well as
using his contacts in each state to begin the process of secession in the legislature.
------------------------------Obama Supporters Call For Secessionists to be Deported
November 15, 2012
Leftist control freaks are attempting to turn the call for states to secede from the union
into a thought crime – by asking the government to have its advocates stripped of their
citizenship, deported and exiled.
Secessionist fervor has been met with a statist backlash of other Americans (primarily
supporters of Barack Obama) filing counter-petitions asking the government to, “Strip the
Citizenship from Everyone who Signed a Petition to Secede and Exile Them.”
A similar petition calls on the Obama administration to, “Deport Everyone That Signed A
Petition To Withdraw Their State From The United States Of America.”

One of the petitions attempting to characterize secessionists as thought criminals is just 4,700
signatures short of a 25,000 target that would automatically mandate a White House review
– a figure already surpassed by at least seven of the petitions calling for secession.
Many Obama-supporting Twitter users have also voiced their desire to see secessionists
targeted by the government merely for voicing a political grievance.
http://theintelhub.com/2012/11/15/obama-supporters-call-for-secessionists-to-be-deported/
-----------------------------------HE’S NOT JOKING: Obama Is Building His Own Massive Civilian National Security Force!
A previous reports read:
America’s brownshirts – Homeland Security graduates first Corps of Homeland Youth
Whiteout Press--Sun, 07 Oct 2012
On September 13, 2012, the Dept of Homeland Security graduated its first class of FEMA
Corps youth, aka the Homeland Youth.
The federal government calls them FEMA Corps. But they conjure up memories of the Hitler
Youth of 1930’s? Regardless of their name, the Dept of Homeland Security has just graduated
its first class of 231 Homeland Youth. Aged 18-24 and recruited from the President’s AmeriCorp
volunteers, they represent the first wave of DHS’s youth corps, designed specifically to create a
full time, paid, standing army of FEMA Youth across the country.
…
Obama’s civilian army (FEMACorps) just graduated it’s first class
Remember when Barack Obama asked for a civilian defence force as strong and well
funded as the U.S. military? He said: “We cannot continue to rely only on our military in
order to achieve the national security objectives that we’ve set. We’ve got to have a
civilian national security force that’s just as powerful, just as strong, just as well funded.”
Well, here’s Obama’s first graduating class of FEMACorps workers. The kid in the video sums
up pretty well how disturbing this is when he says ‘we don’t really know what our job is’ while
adding that he’ll go wherever the government sends him. Nothing like a little brownshirt army to
have at your beckon call.
Play: youtube
http://www.glennbeck.com/2012/10/19/aw-cute-obama%E2%80%99s-civilian-army-femacorpsjust-graduated-it%E2%80%99s-first-class/
DVD
President Obama graduates his first class of Internal Army!
This cadre will be under the control of FEMA
It is serious business, indeed, if these young men are comparable to
Hitler's Youth. Adolf Hitler used his Hitler youth to disrupt political meetings
of his rivals and later to train and recruit future members of his "Storm
Regiment". They were designed to nurture future Nazi Party leaders, and
only the most radical and devoted HY members could expect to attend."
Adolf Hitler considered these young soldiers in a very special way.
& were viewed as future 'Aryan supermen' and were indoctrinated in antiSemitism. One aim was to instill the motivation that would enable the HY
members, as soldiers, to fight faithfully for the Third Reich. (Ibid.)
Does President Obama view his young internal army in the same manner? I think it is highly
likely. For the past 16 years, we have warned that the coming New World Order is simply a
revival of Nazism. Our first article on this subject was NEWS1004, entitled, "Parallels Between
Nazism and Bush/Clinton/Bush New World Order".
As we return to our featured news story, we see that Homeland Security is planning to equip
their young soldiers very heavily. "DHS raising an armed army .... Over the past two years,
Obama has signed a number of Executive Orders suspending all civil and Constitutional rights
and turning over management of an America under Martial Law to FEMA!"

Since these young soldiers are members of FEMA, we all should be very concerned that
we genuine Patriots might one day be arrested and perhaps even executed, by this youth
army. Remember, FEMA and DHS have been buying billions of rounds heavy
ammunition. Might this FEMA Youth Corps (in part) be the planned recipient of all this
heavy military equipment and all this ammunition?
FEMA even has 2,500 brand new GLS armored fighting vehicles!
From the beginning when Obama announced his plan for these youth soldiers, I believed it felt
more like the re-creation of Hitler's Youth than just workers to be used for emergencies. Now
that I see the equipment with which they could be equipped, I am greatly alarmed. These young
soldiers can be used to implement the coming Absolute Dictatorship.
Young men, specially brainwashed, can be most brutal -- just as the Protocols envisioned:
"... they should recognize once for all that we are so strong…so super-abundantly filled with
power, that in no case shall we take any account of them, and so far from paying any attention
to their opinions or wishes, we are ready and able to crush with irresistible power all expression
or manifestation thereof at every moment and in every place, that we have seized at once
everything we wanted and shall in no case divide our power with them ... Then in fear and
trembling they will close their eyes to everything, and be content to await what will be the end of
it all." (Protocol 11, Paragraph 3)
"The GOYIM are a flock of sheep, and we are their wolves. And you know what happens when
the wolves get hold of the flock? .... There is another reason also why they will close their eyes:
for we shall keep promising them to give back all the liberties we have taken away as soon as
we have quelled the enemies of peace and tamed all parties .... It is not worth to say anything
about how long a time they will be kept waiting for this return of their liberties ...." (Protocol 11,
Paragraph 4)
NOTE: If you believe the Protocols have been proven to be a forgery, we debunk that
incorrect notion in the DVD: "The Protocols of Zion: The Plot Against Israel")
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/index.html
--------------------World politics is in a dead run to try
eliminate the Christian witness from off the
face of the earth. However, we are instructed
to actively occupy the world and resist the
antichrist's movements as long as we can.
Over 100 years ago Bible colleges such as
Yale, Harvard, and Columbia were invaded
and eventually taken over by godless
humanism. Now, that philosophy has
spawned the teachings of evolution, civil
rights for promoters of sin, perverted sex,
rebellion in the young, deterioration of
respect for authority, fatherless families,
abortion on demand, same-sex marriage and
a host of other evils.
Unfortunately, many believers have been
distracted by hope in politics instead of faith in God. Perhaps the Christians will now get
back to the business of the great commission.
Read the entire article…
Is Obama Creating A Hitler Style Regime? First Petraeus, Then Allen — Who’s Next?
McGrath: There Is a Disaster Coming. Get Ready For It.
from shtfplan:
Do you think the government will be there for you in the middle of a crisis?

If they can’t handle the emergency response after a Category 1 hurricane, what will this country
look like when the economic and fiscal crisis comes to a head?
What happens if the US dollar comes under attack from foreign creditors who choose to
no longer accept it in trade? How will we as a nation import oil and food in such a
scenario?
China Persists In Refusing To Buy US Paper As Foreign LTM Purchases Of Treasurys
Plunge To Three Year Lows.SQ NOTE:THIS IS HUGE EVERYONE--HUGE! REPUDIATION
OF US DOLLAR BY UNITED STATES LARGEST CREDITOR!
What if monetary easing by the Federal Reserve causes price increases so drastic that
current employee wages or nutritional assistance allotments provide only a couple of
days worth of food?
What if states and local municipalities are so broke that they withhold pay from government
employees like police officers and emergency medical responders?
We’re talking about the potential for an absolute credit freeze that will make the situation
in New York spread across this country almost overnight.
A Lesson in Irony:
The Food Stamp Program, administered by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, is proud to be distributing this year the
Greatest amount of free Meals and Food Stamps ever, to 46 million people.
Meanwhile, the National Park Service, administered by the U.S. Department of
The Interior, asks us "Please Do Not Feed the Animals." Their stated reason
For the policy is because "The animals will grow dependent on handouts and
Will not learn to take care of themselves."
Ask yourself this question: Are you prepared to take care of your family?
If you cannot answer that question with the affirmative it is time to stop just listening to
alternative media and thinking of it as entertainment, but taking the advice seriously and
considering if you have a plan to take care of yourself and loved ones if the situation
arises.
Because if you look around this world, if you look at the mainstream media,
they’re forewarning you about what’s coming.
There is a disaster coming. Get ready for it. Make sure you are spiritually, mentally and
physically prepared for what is coming.
From Charlie McGrath of Wide Awake News
http://investmentwatchblog.com/were-doomed-full-on-war-in-israel-2nd-great-depression-loomsinflation-fears-are-growing-imminent-bank-run-inevitable-civil-war-secession-movementexplodes-and-obama-is-building-his-own-massi/#vEfpb9jJ2y9alcxt.99
Biblical Preparation Regarding the End-times
Rev 6:5 ¶ And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say, Come and
see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in
his hand.
Rev 6:6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure(1) of wheat
for a penny(2), and three measures(1) of barley for a penny(2); and [see] thou hurt not the
oil and the wine.
Strong's G5518 - choinix
χοῖνιξ 1) a choenix, a dry measure, containing two setarii (less than a quart) (or as much as
would support a man of moderate appetite for a day)
Strong's G1220 - dēnarion
δηνάριον 2) A Roman silver coin in NT time called the denarius…It was the principal silver coin
of the Roman empire. From the parable of the labourers in the vineyard, it would seem that a
denarius was then the ordinary pay for a day's wages. (Mt. 20:2-13)
If we have wisdom we should prepare for this, like God instructed Joseph to do:

Gen 41:34 Let Pharaoh do [this], and let him appoint officers over the land, and take up
the fifth part of the land of Egypt in the seven plenteous years.
Gen 41:35 And let them gather all the food of those good years that come, and lay up
corn under the hand of Pharaoh, and let them keep food in the cities.
Gen 41:36 And that food shall be for store to the land against the seven years of famine,
which shall be in the land of Egypt; that the land perish not through the famine.
Pro 6:6 ¶ Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways, and be wise:
Pro 6:7 Which having no guide, overseer, or ruler,
Pro 6:8 Provideth her meat in the summer, [and] gathereth her food in the harvest.
Pro 22:3 A prudent [man] foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself: but the simple pass on,
and are punished.
1Ti 5:8 But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he
hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel.
Massive Voter Fraud: Obama Wins 99+% of Vote in 100′s of Precincts, GOP Inspectors
Forced Out, Provisional Ballots Ignored
That’s right, similar to Stalin, Saddam, and Mao before him, President “elect” Barack Obama
supposedly won 99+% of the vote throughout at least two states.
There are more than 100 precincts in Cuyahoga County Ohio where the voting results can only
be described as truly rigged. Comment: Since the vote was supposedly 99+% for Obama I
would love to see any exit poll results or sworn testimonies from people that didn’t vote
for Obama in those precincts. This would easily verify the massive voting fraud that took
place.
Are we actually expected to believe that Obama got over 99% of the votes in those areas? In
more than 50 different precincts, Romney received 2 votes or less”, reported Michael Snyder.
The numbers cited in Michael’s report came directly from the Cuyahoga County Board of
Elections website and are very strange to say the least. (Compare the numbers to the rest of
Ohio and you will see the drastic difference)
In Philadelphia, GOP Inspectors were illegally and openly REMOVED from polling centers and
these very same regions recorded astronomical percentages for Obama.
An article on Pundit Press documented this astonishing fact and posted an audio clip of the
removal.
“According to the source of this audio, “Election officials in Philadelphia’s 20th Ward, 1st
Division attempted to prevent court-appointed Republican minority inspectors (regarding
minority party) from doing their job to monitor elections.”
2012 Election Fraud: Zero votes for Romney in 68 precincts in Philadelphia and
Cleveland
According to the Philadelphia Inquirer, Mitt Romney on Tuesday received ZERO votes in 59
Philadelphia voting divisions! ZERO!
To Keep reading…

Can you believe that Mitt Romney received not one vote in 59 precincts in Philadelphia?
World Net Daily has been alleging Democrat voter fraud ever since the election
NEWS BRIEF: "In 59 Philadelphia voting divisions, Mitt Romney got zero votes",
philly.com, November
"It's one thing for a Democratic presidential candidate to dominate a Democratic city like
Philadelphia, but check out this head-spinning figure: In 59 voting divisions in the city, Mitt
Romney received not one vote."
"... was there not one republican voter in those 59 divisions, where unofficial vote tallies have
President Obama outscoring Romney by a combined 19,605 to 0?"
Democrat apologists have no trouble looking into the camera and with deadpan
expressions, declare that there was not voter fraud!
Election Fraud? Obama Won More Than 99% Of The Vote In More Than 100 Ohio Precincts

